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F R O M  time to time requests are received for information as to the 
method of procedure for obtaining a critical image. A s  the pub- 
lications upon this subject are much scattered-e.g. some being in 
back numbers of the English Mechanic,* not always accessible, 
and some in this and the Quekett Microscopical Club Journals, 
while some are included in papers upon other microscopical 
subjects-it is therefore not always easy to give correspondents 
suitable references which they can find. Several times I have 
been requested to publish a description of the whole method, so 
that it may be readily available in a single reference; to this I 
now accede, the more readily as the method is so simple that it 
can be explained in a few words, by which much future trouble 
will be saved both to correspondents and myself. 

When, in the early seventies, I began microscopical work, the 
leading Microscope makers supplied in the box with the Micro- 
scope a whole drawer full of various illuminating apparatus, 
which at that time was considered necessary in order to obtain 
the best results. I well remember going through all these various 
appliances and practising so as to be proficient in the manipulation 
of each of then: ; but when in 1875 the advantage of the large 
axial cone was perceived, all this apparatus was abandoned, with 
the exception of the achromatic condenser, a silver side reflector, 
and a few lieberkiihns. 

It is now difficult for us to realise the position of " Microscopy " 
at that date. Student's Microscopes, for example, hardly ever had 
a substage-condenser ; it was consiclered right that they should 
have at least a wheel of diaphragms, but some did not kave even 
that. An examination of twenty-three Student's Microscopes 
of that time showed that only one was fitted with a substage- 
condenser (Webster's) ; another, a Ross No. 3, had a fitting to carry 
a substage. The better class of those instruments were capable of 
having a substage fitted, but a substage together with a substage- 
condenser was always looked upon as an accessory, much in the 
same way as we to-day regard a polarising prism, or a revolving 
selenite holder. An authority of that time writes :-'' The stage 

* English Mechanic, xxxviii., xxxix., xl. (1883) No. 977 (1884) Nos. 980, 986, 
1017,1021,1027. 
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should be fitted with a diaphragm, and there should be a substage 
or tube for receiving the accessory apparatus, condenser, etc., 
which may aFterwards be added.” This shows that in the writer’s 
opinion a substage-condenser is not regarded as a necessity, but 
rather that it falls under the category of a polariscope, spot-lens, 
or paraboloid. 

In those days no one ever thought of tackling diatom structure 
without oblique light, and Grubb and Sollitt’s methods’ of a 
swinging substage were revived. Microscopes were constantly 
appearing with some new variety of swinging substage, but by 
that time my mind with regitrd to  the large axial cone was fully 
made up, and a swinging substage, however well designed or 
beautifully made, never became an allurement to  me. 

The Aw~p~~ipleura pellueida had just been resolved, and the 
true number of the s t r k  both seen aria counted for the first time 
by Messrs. Powell and Lealand with their new superstage oblique 
illuminator,? a piece of‘ apparatus still kept in my cabiuet as a 
curiosity (a device which has lately again come into notice in the 
form of Dr. Siedentopf‘s method$ of side illumination). 

There were also the beautiful photographs by Colonel Woodward 
both of Amphipleum and Nobert’s bands taken by sunlight passed 
through a blue screen and used oblique.$ Just at this time too 
there began to be published in the microsopical literature of this 
country Professor Abbe’s spectrum theory of microscopic vision, 11 
which showed that the resolution of periodic structures depended 
upon the manufacture of a spectrum at one side of an object glass 
by an oblique beam at the other. It was no wonder then that 
with all this evidence in favour of oblique light, brought forward 
by the leaders of microscopical science, I and my large axial cone 
had a bad time of it. But repeated exhibitions of objects shown 
by means of the large axial cone at the meetings both of this 
Society and of the Quekett Microscopical Club bore fruit, so 
by degrees less and less was seen of swinging substages and 
oblique light illuminators, and gradually critical illumination was 
adopted by those doing the highest class of microscopical work. 
When the controversy was at its height in 1888 a photograph of 
Pleurosigma anplaturn taken by means of a small axial cone was 
published 7 by Messrs. Zeiss, and in the next year Professor Abbe 

* Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci., iii. (1855) p. 87. 

t Monthly Micr. Jouru., i. (April 1869) pp. 315, 319. 
$ See this Journal, 1903, p. 573. 
3 Xonthly hIicr. Journ., xviii. (1877) p. 61; Op. cit., i. (1878), p. 246, and 

I( First notice, Monthly Micr. Journ., xii. (1874) p. 29. Full  account, see this 
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publislied a paper condemning the wide-angled cone.* This photo- 
graph, afterwards withdrawn, was taken with one of the new oil- 
immersion apochromatic & and an electric arc lamp, and with all 
the resources of the Zeiss factory at  the operator’s hands, yet it 
showed not an iota 01 advance upon results obtained thirty years 
previously with dry achromatic objectives.? In brief it was, as I 
said at the time, a repetition of Reade’s “plate of marbles.”$ 
When a wide-angled axial cone is used the heniispherules or 
marbles disappear and in their place is seen the true structure, 
which is a piece of siliceous sieve or net. Under the large cone 
so sensitive does the object-glass become that it is possible to cut 
optical sections, and visually separate the upper net from the lower 
net. Those who in this manner have studied this diatom are able 
to tell you from a slight difference in appearance whether you are 
looking at the outside or inside net. With the narrower cone 
there is indeed “ a plate of marbles,” but no one would have the 
slightest suspicion that there were two plates, each capable of 
holding their own marbles; and as for recognising any minute 
difference between the two nets, it is quite impossible with a small 
cone to see any net at all with any lens, however perfect. With a 
small-angled cone the benefits both of apochromatism and of large 
aperture are entirely thrown away, and a really fine objective is 
degraded t o  one of common place. This example of P. angulatum 
has been selected for illustration, as it was a well-known case, and 
will be remembered by some. Mr. T. F. Smith, who was then 
working on the Plewosignza, exhibited before this Society some 
very beautiful photomicrographs in illustration of his theories as  
to the structure of this genus. His system of illumination differed 
from mine, as he used a bullseye in conjunction with a dry 
achromatic condenser, which gives what may be called annular 
illumination, the back of the object glass having the appearance 
shown in K (fig. 46), which is not a large solid axial cone such as 
mine shown in B. His method, by whatever name it is known, was 
the very antithesis of the Abbe small cone, and, like mine, was 
adversely criticised at that time by those who upheld Professor 
Abbe’s views upon the subject. Of the photomicrographs which 
have been produced, and of the objects which have been exhibited 
under small cone illumination, none may be said to present 
structures minute enough to be considered difficult microscopical 
images. The work which would be suited to low-power lenses of 
medium capacity under large cone illumination requires under 
small cone illumination high-power lenses of the greatest capacity. 
Nearly a quarter of a century has now elapsed, and we are still 

* See this Journal, 1889, p. 721. 
t See Hogg on the Mioroscope, 2nd ed , 1855, p. 152, fig. 99. 
$ Rev. J. B. Reade, F.R.S., President R.M.S., Monthly Micr. Journ., ii. (1869) 

p. 5.  
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waiting! to see some results worthy of that theoretically perfect 
method of microscopical illumination. 

Critical Image.-The image of an object is critical when it is 
obtained by means of an objective of fine quality which has been 
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placed in correct adjustment for that object by its screw collar, 
or by the alteration of the tube length, and when the illumination 
is critical. 

Critical BZumination.-An object is said to be illuminated 
critically when i c  is placed at the apex of a solid axial cone, the 
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aperture of which is not less than three-quarters of the N.A. of 
the observing objective (B). 

To urrange a Nicroscope f o r  Criticnl I1lurninatio.n.--1. Place a 
low power, say a 1-in., $-in. or +-in., upon the nose-piece, an object 
upon the stage, and a condenser in the substage. Incline the 
Microscope and point it directly at the source of light, which should 
be the edge of the flame from a +-in. wick of a parafin lamp. 
Fill the field with any kind of light by racking down the condenser, 
and bring the object, or a well-marked part of the object, to the 
centre of the field. 

2. Close the iris-diaphra,om, or if there is not one place a 
diaphragm with a small hole in it beneath the substage condenser, 
and rack the condenser so that the image of this hole is focused 
upon the plane of the object on the stage, and by means of the 
substage centring screws bring the image of this hole central with 
the centring object. 

3. Rack up the condenser further until the source of light comes 
into focus in the plane of the centring object. If the source of 
light does not happen to be central with the centring object, the 
lamp must be moved so that the image of the source of light shall 
be superimposed on the centring object. (On no account must the 
centring screws of the substage condenser be used for this purpose, 
only the lamp must be moved.) 

4. Remove the low power used for centring and place the 
object glass which is going to be used on the nose-piece. If the 
object and the image of the source of light are not central to 
the new field, first place the centring object central to the new 
field, and then by means of the substage centring screws bring the 
image of the source of light central to it. (On no account must the 
source of light be moved for this purpose.) 

5. The eye-piece is now removed, and the back lens of the 
objective is examined by looking down the Microscope body. 
Open the iris, or other diaphragm, until it is seen that three-quarters 
of the back lens of the object glass is full of light, as in B. 
Note.-A disk of light as in B cannot be olitained unless the 
aperture of the substage condenser is aplanatic to that extent. 

6. It is usual to go over Nos. 2 and 3 a second time ; thus, when 
in (3) the lamp has been moved so that the image of the edge of 
the flame is central with the centring object, rack down the sub- 
stage condenser until the diaphragm hole comes into focus, and 
note if it is still central to the centring object, if not re-centre it 
by means of the substage centring screws. Nexr, rack up the 
substage condenser until the image of the edge of thc flame is in 
focus, and if necessary re-centre it to the centring object by moving 
the lamp. 

If it is necessary to use a Microscope in a vertical position, the 
above procedure should be gone through with the image of the 
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edge of the flame reflected from the plane-mirror ; it is, whenever 
possible, far simpler and more satisfactory to work with the lamp 
direct. 

All this centring operation may be performed in less than 30 
seconds, and a practised manipulator will not require to use a low- 
power objective, but will employ for this purpose the objective he 
is going to use for observation. 

Anyone wishing to become acquainted with the elementary 
practice of critical illumination must learn by heart the appearance 
of the figures A, B, C, D, E and F. These figures represent the 
back lens of a Microscope objective when the illumination is 
central, as seen either when the qe-piece is removed or by an 
inspection with a magnifying lens of the Ramsden disk, which 
appears as a spot of light just above the eye lens. This Ramsden 
disk is a diminished image of the back lens of the objective. The 
higher the power of the eye-piece the greater is this diminution. 
The following table explains the figures :- 

I I I ]  
W.A. (working aperture) is N.A. of .875 . 75 1 .625 I .5 l.375 i.25 .707 1 .8 objective multiplied by . . . .  }I 

I 
Illuminating power is that of the}i.766 1.562 1.391 I.25 141 0625 .5 .64 whole objective multiplied by .. , l 1 1 '  1 '  

Example. -P. nngulatum is placed underneath an apochromatic 
& in. of N.A. 0 - 66. With a cone as at D a false resolution of the 
diatom is seen, the image being lines crossing one another at an 
augle of 60". When the W.A. is increased to H a true image, so 
far as it goes, is obtained. It consists of isolated black dots, each 
hole in the network being represented by a black dot.* The fr in. 
must be a good lens to give a sharp picture of this view of the 
object under these conditions. 

A novice will probably call the figures A, B and H hair-splitting, 
but if he tries them he will find a much greater difference in the 
quality of the image than he imagined. Now, G shows an objective 
divided into equal areas, the area of the annulus being precisely 
equal to that of the central disk, therefore half the illuminating 
power of the whole objective resides in that narrow black annulus ; 
then as the black annulus in A represents less than one quarter 
of the illuminating power of the whole objective, it follows that 

* The followidg measurements very carefully performed with a long-tube oil- 
Transversely the rows of dots count 45,260 

The mean of the three direc- 
immersion 9% in. may be of interest. 
per in., dia,gonally in  both directions 45,720 per in. 
tions teing 45,490 per in. or 1791.5 in mm. 
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the difference between the annulus in A and that in G amounts 
to more than 25 per cent. of the illuminating power of the whole 
objective. 

If any black dots should appear in the disk, as a t  K, the 
learner must understand that either his substage condenser is 
racked up within its focus, or if in focus there must be spherical 
aberration somewhere in his illuminating beam. It may be that 
his substage condenser is defective, or a bullseye has been placed 
between the source of light and the substage condenser and not 
properly focused so as to give parallel rays. 

It was mentioned above that Mr. Smith's annular illumination, 
K, differed from mine. This kind of illumination is very likely 
t o  double periodic structures. The following test should be applied 
when this kind of illumination is used." Illuminate the periodic 
structure by means of a very narrow axial cone, an objective of 
wide angle being used. Ezample.--Let the objective have an 
aperture of N.A. 1 '0, and let its back lens appear as in L, where 
we see that the four diffraction beams are 0.26 N.A. apart ; con- 
sequently we know that the structure under this objective must 
have a periodicity of about 24,000 per inch. Now, if by manipu- 
lating the illumination, or by introducing spherical aberration into 
the objective by means of an improperly adjusted tube-length, a 
structure of 48,000 per inch is resolved, it should be recognised at  
once that this resolution must be false; for if the structure had 
had a periodicity of 48,000 per inch the back lens of the objective 
would have presented an appearance as in M, and certainly not as 
in L. 

This test consists, then, in roughly measuring in terms of the 
estimated N.A. the angular divergence of beams diffracted by 
periodic structures ; then by means of the table, printed on the fly- 
leaf of this Journal, the periodicity of the structure will be found. 
It is obvious that the scheme of this test may be extended by 
making the narrow illuminating beam so oblique that i t  touches 
the edge of the back lens ; then if there are two spectra their 
distance apart will be 0 - 5 N.A., and the structure will be 48,000, 
but if only one, then it will be 96,000 ; if the separation is equal 
to about two-thirds cf the back lens, then the structure would be 
60,000, and so on. Of course, if the objective used for the test has 
some N.A. other than 1.0 N.A., its N.A. must be multiplied by 
the fraction, whatever it may be, as in theW.A. in the above table. 
This test has obviously nothing whatever to do with the Abbe 
theory, because the physical fact that light in passing through a 
minute grating is bent off at a certain angle, which depends on 
the fineness of that grating, was known before Professor Abbe was 
born ; therefore any one could have employed the aperture of an 

* Bristol Naturalists' Society, viii. pt. 2 (1897) p. 163. 
t 
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object-glass as a rough means of determining this angle of deflec- 
tion, and hence the fineness of the grating (apart from any resolu- 
tion of it.) before the Abbe theory had been published. This test 
may be applied not only to rulings, but also to diatoms, such as 
Naviczclaeeil?, Pleurosigma, Nitxschia, Schixonema, etc., but of course 
not to Aulncodisei, h’upodisci, Aulisci, Coscinodisci, Isthnria, Tri- 
ceratia, etc., for in these latter examples the whole of the back lens 
is flooded with light, and that is t.he reason why they are more suit- 
able than any other objects for testing objectives. 

The emmination of bacteria upon a dark ground is a plan now 
much used; this I advocated in 1884 at the Quekett Micro- 
scopical Club for the purpose of ‘‘ saving the eyes from the woful 
glare of the direct light, and to enable the objects to be much more 
easily detected.” With this kind of illumination the whole area 
of the objective is utilised, and those who have selected their lenses 
by a bacterial test and a small cone now find that their lenses 
break down with this dark-ground illumination, so they are having 
stops made to cut off the flufly margins of their lenses so that they 
may use them with reduced apertures. 

* 

June 15th, 1910 X 


